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ABSTRACT
Context. Massive binaries play a crucial role in the Universe. Knowing the distributions of their orbital parameters is important for a
wide range of topics from stellar feedback to binary evolution channels and from the distribution of supernova types to gravitational
wave progenitors, yet no direct measurements exist outside the Milky Way.
Aims. The Tarantula Massive Binary Monitoring project was designed to help fill this gap by obtaining multi-epoch radial velocity
(RV) monitoring of 102 massive binaries in the 30 Doradus region.
Methods. In this paper we analyze 32 FLAMES/GIRAFFE observations of 93 O- and 7 B-type binaries. We performed a Fourier
analysis and obtained orbital solutions for 82 systems: 51 single-lined (SB1) and 31 double-lined (SB2) spectroscopic binaries.
Results. Overall, the binary fraction and orbital properties across the 30 Doradus region are found to be similar to existing Galactic
samples. This indicates that within these domains environmental effects are of second order in shaping the properties of massive binary
systems. A small difference is found in the distribution of orbital periods, which is slightly flatter (in log space) in 30 Doradus than in
the Galaxy, although this may be compatible within error estimates and differences in the fitting methodology. Also, orbital periods in
30 Doradus can be as short as 1.1 d, somewhat shorter than seen in Galactic samples. Equal mass binaries (q > 0.95) in 30 Doradus are
all found outside NGC 2070, the central association that surrounds R136a, the very young and massive cluster at 30 Doradus’s core.
Most of the differences, albeit small, are compatible with expectations from binary evolution. One outstanding exception, however, is
the fact that earlier spectral types (O2–O7) tend to have shorter orbital periods than later spectral types (O9.2–O9.7).
Conclusions. Our results point to a relative universality of the incidence rate of massive binaries and their orbital properties in the
metallicity range from solar (Z) to about half solar. This provides the first direct constraints on massive binary properties in massive
star-forming galaxies at the Universe’s peak of star formation at redshifts z ∼ 1 to 2 which are estimated to have Z ∼ 0.5Z.
Key words. stars: early-type — stars: massive — binaries: spectroscopic — binaries: close — Open clusters and associations:
individual: 30 Dor
1. Introduction
Massive stars are one of the most important cosmic engines
driving the evolution of galaxies throughout the history of the
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Universe (Bresolin et al. 2008). Recent observational evidence
(Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Mason et al. 2009; Sana & Evans
2011; Sana et al. 2012; Kiminki & Kobulnicky 2012; Sota et al.
2014) shows that over half of all massive stars belong to binary
systems where the two stars are close enough to interact during
their lifetime. This challenges the long-held view of the predom-
inance of the single-star evolutionary channel. Establishing the
multiplicity properties of large samples of massive stars, includ-
ing the distribution of their orbital parameters, is thus crucial in
order to understand and properly compute the evolution of these
objects (Podsiadlowski et al. 1992; Langer et al. 2008; Eldridge
et al. 2008; de Mink et al. 2009), including the frequency of high-
mass X-ray and double compact binaries (Sadowski et al. 2008;
Belczynski et al. 2008), Type Ib/c supernovae (Yoon et al. 2010;
Eldridge et al. 2013), short and long-duration gamma-ray bursts
(Podsiadlowski et al. 2010), and gravitational wave progenitors
(de Mink & Belczynski 2015) .
The Tarantula Nebula (30 Doradus or NGC 2070) in the
Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is our closest view of a mas-
sive starburst region in the local Universe, and one of the largest
concentrations of massive stars in the Local Group (Walborn &
Blades 1997). It is thus an ideal laboratory to investigate a num-
ber of important outstanding questions regarding the physics,
evolution, and multiplicity of the most massive stars.
Among recent large observing campaigns towards the 30 Do-
radus region, the VLT FLAMES-Tarantula survey (VFTS; Evans
et al. 2011) was an ESO Large Programme (182.D-0222, PI:
Evans) that obtained multi-epoch spectroscopy of over 800 mas-
sive OB and WR stars in the 30 Dor region, providing a nearly
complete census of the massive star content of 30 Dor (Evans
et al. 2011). Using a few epochs spread over a one-year baseline,
the VFTS observational strategy was designed to detect short-
and intermediate-period binaries (∼ 1 yr). Dedicated analyses of
the O- and B-type binary samples have been published by Sana
et al. (2013) and Dunstall et al. (2015). For the O-type stars, the
VFTS identified 116 spectroscopic binary candidates within the
observed sample of 360 O stars, based on the amplitude of their
radial velocity (RV) variations. This is a population comparable
in size to the number of Galactic O-type binaries with computed
orbits (Sana & Evans 2011; Barbá et al. 2010).
The high incidence of short- and intermediate-period bina-
ries in the Tarantula region confirms once more that binarity
is central to the understanding of massive stars. The Tarantula
Massive Binary Monitoring (hereafter TMBM) takes the next
step. The project aims to characterize the massive OB binaries
that have been identified in the Tarantula region. Upon comple-
tion, the project will provide us with the unique opportunity to
compare the multiplicity properties of the massive binaries in
the Tarantula region with those from the Galaxy. This will allow
us to investigate the impact of a dense and dynamically com-
plex environment, as well as the possible role of metallicity in
setting up the initial orbital parameters. Of particular interest is
the shape of the period, eccentricity, and mass ratio distributions
and whether the predominance of short-period systems is a gen-
eral property of massive binaries. Quantitatively addressing this
question is critical to properly predicting the end products of bi-
nary evolution, as we outlined earlier.
At the same time, TMBM will obtain accurate orbital solu-
tions of individual cornerstone systems. Detailed studies of these
objects will provide unprecedented constraints on the nature of
their components (including minimum mass estimates and, for
eclipsing binaries, absolute values). They will be used as probes
to test and calibrate our understanding of massive star evolution
and of binary interaction. In this paper we focus on the over-
Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of TMBM O-type stars in the 30 Dor field.
Red circles, blue diamonds, and green triangles are SB1 systems, SB2
systems, and stars with no periodicity, respectively. The dashed circles
in the center and in the bottom right corner of the figure, which have
2.4′ of radius each, indicate the adopted regions for NGC 2070 and
NGC 2060, respectively.
all multiplicity properties. In-depth studies of individual systems
are deferred to future papers in this series.
Our observational strategy has been designed to measure the
orbital properties of systems with orbital periods from about 1 d
up to slightly over 1 yr, thus covering over two orders of magni-
tudes in the period distribution. Indeed, over 85% of the binaries
detected in VFTS show significant RV changes over time scales
of one month, so that their periods are likely to be on the order
of several months at most. This is also in line with properties
of the Galactic massive binaries, whose population are largely
dominated by systems with periods of less than a month (Sana
& Evans 2011; Sana et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al. 2014).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
observational campaign and data reduction. Sect. 3 provides the
radial velocity measurements and orbital solution determination.
Sect. 4 presents the observed distributions of orbital parameters
and discusses our results. Our conclusions are summarized in
Sect. 5.
2. Observational campaign
2.1. Target selection
The TMBM has obtained spectroscopic monitoring of 102 mas-
sive stars in the Tarantula region. Ninety-three O-type binary
candidates and seven later-type (super)giants were chosen from
the list of stars observed by the VFTS (360 O stars and 52 B
supergiants, respectively) following the criteria described below.
In addition, two WNh systems, RMC 144 and RMC 145 (also
known as R144 an R145; Schnurr et al. 2009; Sana et al. 2013),
were added to the VFTS target list in view of their astrophysi-
cal interest. The WNh stars will be analyzed in separate papers,
beginning with R145 (Shenar et al. 2016).
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Table 1. Target allocation ratio of the TMBM compared to the VFTS.
Only O-type binaries are considered. As in Sana et al. (2013), member-
ship to a cluster is defined as having an angular separation of less than
2.4′ with respect to the center of the considered association.
Category TMBM VFTS Completion
Entire region
SBc 80 116 69%
RV var. 13 36 36%
NGC 2070
SBc 28 51 55%
RV var. 3 15 20%
NGC 2060
SBc 18 28 64%
RV var. 5 13 38%
Outside clusters
SBc 34 37 92%
RV var. 5 8 63%
Operated in its MEDUSA+UVES mode, the ESO/FLAMES
instrument offers 132 and 6 fibers, linked to the
FLAMES/GIRAFFE and UVES spectrographs, respectively,
thus allowing simultaneous observations of up to 138 different
objects. We used the FLAMES FPOSS fiber configuration
software to allocate fibers to our targets. The main limiting
factor in the allocation was crowding and the physical size of the
buttons carrying the fibers, both of which prevent observations
of objects too close to one another. A second limitation was
the collision of buttons with the fibers. As a consequence,
only about two-thirds of the known binary population could be
observed in a single-plate configuration.
The initial target list is based on the RV analysis of the O-
type stars observed by the VFTS in the MEDUSA configuration
(Sana et al. 2013). In doing so, we prioritize the allocation as
follows. We assign the highest priority to objects with signifi-
cant and large RV variations (∆vrad > 20 km s−1), labeled spec-
troscopic binaries in Sana et al. (2013) and considered here as
high-likelihood spectroscopic binary candidates (SBc). Eighty
of these binary candidates, hence 69% of the detected popula-
tion, could be allocated fibers.
As second priority objects, we assigned fibers to the objects
presenting significant but low-amplitude RV variations (∆vrad ∼<
20 km s−1). These objects, labeled RV variables (RV var.) in Sana
et al. (2013), could either be spectroscopic binaries or objects
displaying photospheric or wind activity. Thirteen such objects
could be allocated fibers. Finally, a handful of the remaining
fibers could be allocated to interesting B-type (6) and A-type
(1) supergiants (McEvoy et al. 2015), mostly in the outer part of
the FLAMES field of view. These objects are believed to be the
descendants of O-type binaries. As the primary star evolves into
a B supergiant, it expands and will eventually transfer material
to the secondary star. At least one of these systems shows clear
evidence of past or present binary interactions and has already
been analyzed by Howarth et al. (2015).
Table 1 provides the number of O-type targets and the frac-
tion of the VFTS sample that has been monitored. Figure 1
shows the distribution of the targets in the field of view. Using
spectral classification from Walborn et al. (2014), Fig. 2 com-
pares the spectral type and luminosity class distributions for the
primary components of our sample to that of the VFTS sample.
It reveals that TMBM samples the entire O-type binary popu-
lation in the VFTS with no particular selection effects. Finally,
Table B.2 shows some basic information, e.g., spectral type(s),
Fig. 2. Spectral types and luminosity classes of the O-type primary stars
in TMBM compared to that of VFTS (see legend).
photometry, and previous line profile information (SB1/2, ∆vrad),
of all our targets.
2.2. Observations
The bulk of the spectroscopic observations were obtained with
the fiber-fed multi-object FLAMES/GIRAFFE spectrograph. We
use the L427.2 (LR02) grating, which provides continuous cov-
erage of the 3964–4567Å wavelength range at a spectral re-
solving power λ/∆λ of 6400. One object, R144, is significantly
brighter that the rest of the targets and was observed with UVES,
the ESO high-resolution UV-optical spectrograph, in parallel to
the FLAMES/GIRAFFE observations. The UVES data will be
discussed in a separate paper.
We obtained 32 individual epochs of our 102 FLAMES tar-
gets: 18 epochs were spread from October 2012 to March 2013
(ESO period P90) and 14 additional epochs were acquired from
October 2013 to March 2014 (P92). Because of issues with de-
fective fibers, the P90 and P92 plate configurations that we used
were not identical. In particular, two targets, VFTS 802 and
VFTS 806, could not be allocated fibers in P92 and thus only
have 18 epochs. Each epoch consisted of three 900 sec exposures
taken back to back. The journal of the observations is available
at the Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg1 (CDS).
1 http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/
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Table 3. Adopted rest wavelengths (λ0).
Line λ0 (Å)
He i+iił4026 4026.072
He iił4200 4199.832
He ił4387 4387.929
He ił4471 4471.480
He iił4541 4541.591
Fig. 3. Power spectral window of the TMBM campaign.
2.3. Data reduction
The data were reduced using the ESO CPL FLAMES/GIRAFFE
pipeline v.1.1.0 under the esorex environment. We consecutively
applied the bias and dark subtraction, flat-field correction and
wavelength calibration recipes. The spectra were extracted in
SUM mode. To perform the sky-subtraction, we used the median
of 14 sky-fibers that sample the field of view of our observa-
tions. Finally, the weighted mean of the back-to-back exposures,
together with a 3-σ clipping, was computed to remove cosmic
rays. The obtained spectra of each target and each epoch were
individually normalized by fitting a polynomial through the con-
tinuum region following the semi-automatic procedure described
in Sana et al. (2013).
2.4. Ancillary data
While the TMBM driver is the FLAMES data, ancillary spectro-
scopic observations of three systems which were obtained with
the VLT/X-shooter spectrograph. Similarly, V and I photome-
try of a large fraction of our targets are available through the
OGLE-III and IV surveys (Udalski et al. 2008, 2015) and ad-
ditional photometry has been obtained at the Faulkes Telescope
South. These data will be described in subsequent papers.
3. Orbital properties
3.1. Radial velocities
We measured the RVs of the OB stars in our target list by fitting
Gaussian profiles to a selection of He i and He ii absorption lines
(see Table 3) present in the LR02 wavelength range. We used one
or two Gaussian profiles per spectral line for single-lined (SB1)
and double-lined (SB2) spectroscopic binaries, respectively.
Table 4. TMBM objects for which no periodicity is found.
VFTS ID # Sp. Type ∆vrad
(km s−1)
087 O9.7 Ib-II 11.9
113 O9.7 II or B0 IV ? 28.0
148 O9.7 II-III(n) 50.9
178 O9.7 Iab 15.4
223 O9.5 IV 4.3
267 O3 III-I(n)f* 21.6
445 O3-4 V:((fc)): + 230
O4-7 V: ((fc)
588 O9.5 57.7
656 O7.5 III(n)((f))p 46.1
696 B0.7 Ib-Iab Nwk 24.1
728 O9.7 II-III((n)) 25.6
739 A0 Ip 6.1
774 O7.5 IVp + O8.5: V: 333.2
830 O5-6 V(n)((f)) 50.3
Table 5. TMBM objects for which a period is found but not an orbital
solution.
VFTS ID # Sp. Type ∆vrad P
(km s−1) (d)
259 O6 Iaf 22.5 3.69
432 O3.5 V((f)) 91.3 4.87
526 O8.5 I((n))fp 40.6 10.98
764 O9.7 Ia Nstr 27.0 1.22
Following Sana et al. (2013), we simultaneously adjusted all
the lines and all the epochs of a given target. We required that the
Gaussian profile for a given line and binary component is identi-
cal throughout all the epochs and that all lines provide the same
RV shift. In this process, we also included the LR02 data from
the VFTS campaign, hence consistently re-deriving the RVs for
the entire set of FLAMES/GIRAFFE LR02 data available for our
objects.
Because the Heł4026 line is actually a blend of He i and He ii,
its effective wavelength varies with spectral subtypes (see ap-
pendix in Sana et al. 2013). For spectral subtypes O8 and ear-
lier and for stars where the He i+He iił4026 blend was used for
RV measurements, we also allowed for a possible zero-point
shift between the rest frame of the fitted line profiles and the
He iił4541 rest frame. A similar approach has been used in, e.g.,
Taylor et al. (2011) and Tramper et al. (2016). As a result, all
our RV measurements are expressed in the He iił4541 reference
frame, regardless of the spectral subtype. The table with the ob-
tained RV measurements is available at the Centre de Données
astronomiques de Strasbourg. The RV measurements of all our
targets present variability at a 3σ level, or more, confirming the
validity of the selection criteria for our target list.
3.2. Period search
The TMBM was designed to collect data covering time scales
of days, weeks, and months in sufficient amount to allow us to
derive the periodicity of most of the monitored targets. Figure 3
displays the power spectrum window of the TMBM campaign.
It shows that, besides the 1 d and 1.3 yr alias, the power is uni-
formly spread across the period range. The 1 d alias is the result
of our observational and data handling strategy (no more than
one observing point per night, stacking of the back-to-back ex-
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Table 6. Orbital periods and eccentricities of systems that do not pass the Lucy-Sweeney test at the 5% significance level (e/σe ≤ 2.49). The last
two columns provide the 68.5 and 95% confidence (upper) limits on the eccentricity.
VFTS Porb σP e σe e/σe < 68.3 < 95
ID (d) (d)
066 1.141160 0.000005 0.008 0.005 1.600 0.009 0.015
140 1.611655 0.000007 0.002 0.002 1.000 0.003 0.005
217 1.855341 0.000002 0.001 0.001 1.000 0.001 0.002
243 10.402840 0.000140 0.016 0.008 2.000 0.021 0.027
318 14.004270 0.002910 0.083 0.044 1.886 0.105 0.145
352 1.124143 0.000002 0.012 0.005 2.400 0.016 0.019
500 2.875370 0.000004 0.001 0.001 1.000 0.001 0.002
538 4.159758 0.000023 0.001 0.001 1.000 0.001 0.002
543 1.383987 0.000003 0.016 0.007 2.286 0.021 0.026
563 1.217341 0.000007 0.015 0.010 1.500 0.017 0.029
619 14.504290 0.002580 0.085 0.040 2.125 0.111 0.142
631 5.374869 0.000184 0.007 0.005 1.400 0.008 0.014
642 1.726822 0.000011 0.008 0.005 1.600 0.009 0.015
702 1.981437 0.000022 0.008 0.006 1.333 0.009 0.016
733 5.922121 0.000068 0.002 0.001 2.000 0.003 0.003
743 14.947320 0.000890 0.012 0.008 1.500 0.013 0.023
769 2.365628 0.000018 0.023 0.013 1.769 0.028 0.041
posures). The 1.3 yr alias is the actual duration of the TMBM
campaign. The inclusion of the VFTS data further improves the
performance at longer periods as, the present data set combined
with the VFTS offers a time base of 1908 days (≈ 5.2 yr)
To search for periodicities in the RV time series, we com-
puted the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Lomb 1976; Scargle
1982) using the IDL program MPRVFIT2 developed by De Lee
et al. (2013). To confirm the periodicities obtained by the Lomb-
Scargle periodogram, we used a variant of the string-length
method (SL, Dworetsky 1983) and found similar results. The
Lomb-Scargle periodograms for all objects are shown in Ap-
pendix B.
We only considered a periodogram peak to be significant if
its associated false alarm probability (FAP) is less than 1%3.
Fourteen of our targets show no peak that passes this criterion
and show no coherent RV curves. These objects are listed in Ta-
ble 4 and include 7 of the 13 VFTS low-amplitude RV variable
objects in our survey and two BA-type supergiants. Notes on
these objects are presented in Appendix A. The TMBM is thus
able to find periodicity for over 90% for the SBc and for over
50% of the RV variable objects in our target list (see Sect. 2.1),
confirming the adequacy of the time-sampling strategy.
For SB2 systems with almost identical components, the pe-
riod search is complicated by possible misidentification of the
components. In those cases, we also performed a period search
on the absolute differences between the component RVs. This
yields a peak in the periodogram corresponding to Porb/2, which
allowed us to better discriminate between the binary compo-
nents.
3.3. Orbital solutions
Best-fit orbital parameters for SB1 and SB2 systems, and their
uncertainties, were obtained by fitting the orbital RV curve de-
2 http://www.vanderbilt.edu/AnS/physics/vida/mprvfit.htm
3 The periodograms of two SB2 systems, VFTS 404 and 810, do not
show peaks above the 1% FAP threshold, but they are still considered
periodic. As discussed in Appendix A, the RV measurements in these
two SB2 systems are significantly affected by line blending, as is the
strength of the peaks in the periodogram.
scribed by the equation given below to the time series of the RV
measurements using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) pro-
cedure:
RV j = γ + K j(cos(θ + ω j) + e cosω j), (1)
with j = 1 for the primary star and 2 for the secondary. In
this equation, K is the amplitude of the RV curve, θ is the true
anomaly, e is the eccentricity, ω is the periastron argument of the
system’s orbit (ω2 = ω1 + pi), and γ is the systemic velocity. The
velocity amplitudes are related to the orbital parameters via
K1,2 =
(
2piG
Porb
) 1
3 m2,1 sin i
m2/31,2
1
(1 − e2)1/2 , (2)
where G is the gravitational constant, Porb is the orbital period,
i is the orbital inclination, and m1,2 are the masses of the com-
ponents. We use the Lomb-Scargle periodogram to constrain the
initial value for the orbital period in our MCMC procedure.
The fitted and derived parameters of the SB1 systems, and
their spectral classification following Walborn et al. (2014), are
listed in Table B.7. For the SB2 systems, the fitted and derived
parameters are given in Tables B.8 and B.9, respectively. The
parameter uncertainties given in these tables are the 68% confi-
dence intervals built from the marginal MCMC posterior distri-
butions.The best-fit RV curves for the SB1 and SB2 systems are
shown in Figs. B.4 and B.5.
For the longer period systems (VFTS 064, 171, 332, 333,
440, 750; Porb > 1 yr), the RV data often covers only one perias-
tron passage. In such cases, establishing the correct periodicity is
challenging. Their orbital solutions should be considered tenta-
tive at best. For 4 systems with determined periods we were not
able to find a satisfactory solution (see Table 5). Finally, we note
that the best-fit orbital solutions of VFTS 171 (Porb = 677 d),
VFTS 332 (Porb = 1025 d) and VFTS 802 (Porb = 183 d) have
converged to orbital periods that correspond to approximately
half the value of the maximum peak in their Lomb-Scargle peri-
odogram. We have checked that these solutions indeed provide a
smaller χ2 and are thus formally better; however, additional data
allowing us to double check these periods is desirable.
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3.3.1. Eccentricities
To test the significance of the eccentricity values of the de-
rived orbital solutions, we used the Lucy-Sweeney test (Lucy &
Sweeney 1971; Lucy 2013) and adopt a 5% significance level to
consider the eccentricity to be significant. Table 6 lists the sys-
tems that do not pass this test, i.e. the systems for which the ec-
centricity that we derived is not significantly different from zero.
Table 6 also indicates the 68.5% and 95% confidence (upper)
limits on the eccentricities computed following Lucy (2013). We
performed the fitting procedure shown in Sec. 3.3 again keeping
e = 0 and ω = 90 deg for the systems listed in Table 6, and in the
remainder of this paper we adopt a circular orbit and the 68.5%
upper limit as error bar on the eccentricity. These new solutions
are also shown in Tables B.7, B.8, and B.9 and they are similar
to the last ones.
3.3.2. Systemic velocities
For SB2 systems, we investigated the possibility of assigning an
individual systemic velocity to each component of the system (γ1
and γ2). While a given binary obviously has only one true sys-
temic velocity, several physical mechanisms – including a line
formed in a moving atmosphere or temperature structures at the
surface of one or both stars – may modify the apparent systemic
velocity. In such a case, a better fit can be obtained by adopting
a two-γ orbital solution. To decide which systems would ben-
efit from this approach, we computed one-γ and two-γ orbital
solutions for all SB2 systems. We estimated the improvement
brought by the second systemic velocity by considering the mean
of an F-test and we adopt a 1% significance threshold for the im-
provement to be significant. Four systems passed the adopted 1%
threshold: VFTS 197, 450, 527, and 555; their two-γ solutions
are given in Tables B.8 and B.9.
3.4. Search for triple systems
To search for additional components in the confirmed SB1 and
SB2 systems (see Section 3.3), we analyzed the residuals of the
RV fittings following two procedures. We searched for trends
in the residuals of the fit and for periodicity in the residuals by
computing their Lomb-Scargle periodogram.
In the first case, we were looking for evidence of third bodies
with long orbital periods, i.e., periods longer than the baseline of
our data. We did not find any positive signal as the 1 σ uncer-
tainty on the slope through the residuals was always larger than
the slope value.
In the second procedure, we found one system, VFTS 887
(Porb ≈ 2.7), with some probability of having a third component.
However, the tentative orbital period for the third body candidate
( Porb ∼ 12.5) seems too short for a stable configuration, unless
the system is in resonance. Thus, we refrain from drawing any
firm conclusions on the triple nature of this object.
To summarize, we found no clear-cut evidence of physically
bound triple systems in our data set. This possibly reflects the
limitation of the TMBM data in terms of S/N, sampling, and to-
tal baseline of the observational campaign. Indeed, the vast ma-
jority of known triple systems in the Milky Way have orbital
periods of the outer components longer than 1 year (e.g., Sana
et al. 2014). These periods are already challenging to character-
ize for binaries in TMBM (see Section 3.3), let alone for higher
order multiples.
Alternatively, if further observations were to demonstrate
that the frequency of triples among the massive star population
in 30 Dor is lower than that in the Milky Way, this would consti-
tute an interesting result, possibly revealing either the effect of
metallicity in the formation process or that of a dense and violent
environment.
4. Discussion
4.1. Orbital distributions
This section presents the observed distributions of orbital param-
eters for the binaries in our sample. It also describes a first at-
tempt to correct for observational biases using the VFTS binary
detection probabilities computed in Sana et al. (2013).
4.1.1. Orbital periods
The observed orbital period distribution of the TMBM O-type
binaries covers the whole range from about 1 to 1000 days
(Fig. 4). About 40% of our systems have an orbital period of less
than a week, 70% less than a month, and 90%, less than a year.
Some structures are visible throughout the distribution, with the
most important ones at about 15 and 60 days. The significance
of these wiggles is hard to assess. A Kuiper test indeed indi-
cates that a smooth power-law distribution with an index of −0.3
to −0.5, depending on the minimum period of the fit (see dis-
cussion in Sect. 4.4), adequately reproduces the data (Kuiper’s
probability: PKuiper > 0.18).
Figure 5 compares the observed orbital period distribution
of the TMBM sample to that of two recent works, Sana et al.
(2012, S+2012) and Kobulnicky et al. (2014, K+2014). S+2012
analyzed O-type binaries from six Galactic open clusters with
an average age of less than 4 Myr. K+2014 investigated OB-
type binaries in the somewhat older Cygnus OB2 association
(up to 7 Myr-old, Wright et al. 2015). These three distributions
are not bias-corrected, and this simple exercise should be taken
with care. However, the observational campaigns and method-
ology behind these campaigns similar, which means that, to the
first order, they should share similar detection biases. Interest-
ingly, TMBM has five objects with a period shorter than any
Galactic object in S+2012 and K+20144. Up to about four days,
TMBM and S+2012 are overabundant by about 10% compared
to K+2014. Between one week and three months, S+2012 has
more binaries than TMBM and K+2014, while all three distribu-
tions catch up at longer periods. The TMBM is obviously limited
to orbital period ∼< 1000 days owing to the more limited cam-
paign baseline. Importantly, however, Kuiper tests in between
any of these three distributions fail to prove that the differences
spotted by eye are statistically significant (PKuiper > 0.27).
4.1.2. Eccentricities
The cumulative distribution of the eccentricities (Fig. 4) is char-
acterized by an overabundance of systems with circular and low
eccentricity orbits. About 40% of the systems exhibit quasi-
circular orbits e < 0.1. This characteristic can be qualitatively
explained by the large number of short-period systems for which
tidal effects and/or mass transfer will tend to circularize the orbit
(Zahn 1977). Between e = 0.1 and e = 0.6 the distribution of ec-
centricities is almost constant and flattens somewhat afterwards.
4 The shortest period system in these two Galactic studies is FO15
(Porb = 1.41 d); however, shorter period Galactic systems are known.
HD 64315 ( V402 Pup; Porb = 1.02 d) is one such case.
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Fig. 4. Observed histograms (left-hand scale) and cumulative distribu-
tions (right-hand scale) of orbital periods (Porb), eccentricities (e), and
mass ratios (q) in the TMBM sample. Periods and eccentricity distribu-
tions include both SB1 and SB2 systems, while mass ratios are restricted
to SB2 systems.
Figure 6 displays the observed eccentricity distributions
of O-type binaries in young Galactic clusters (S+2012), from
OB-type binaries in Cyg-OB2 (K+2014) and from TMBM O-
type binaries. The fraction of circularized orbits in the S+2102
and TMBM sample are in remarkable agreement while that of
K+2014 seems lower by about a factor of 2. However, apply-
ing the Lucey-Sweeney test to investigate the significance of the
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Fig. 5. Cumulative distributions of measured orbital periods in different
samples. Red diamonds, green squares, and black asterisks are orbital
periods from Sana et al. (2012), Kobulnicky et al. (2014), and this work,
respectively.
Fig. 6. Cumulative distributions of measured eccentricities in different
samples. Red diamonds, green squares, and black asterisks are eccen-
tricities from Sana et al. (2012); Kobulnicky et al. (2014), and this work,
respectively.
eccentricities (see Sect. 3.3.1), the fraction of systems with in-
significant eccentricities in the K+2014 sample rises to 0.35. The
Cyg OB2 and the TMBM samples both show a more populated
tail towards high eccentricities than the Galactic clusters sam-
ple. This probably reflects a limitation of the latter observational
campaign, which was less suited to detect high-eccentricity sys-
tems. This is confirmed by further results below, after detec-
tion biases were taken into account. As for the period distribu-
tion, no clear-cut statistically significant difference can be ob-
served among the three observational samples discussed here
(PKuiper > 0.12).
4.1.3. Mass ratios
The distribution of mass ratios q for the 30 O-type SB2 binaries
in our sample is displayed in Fig. 4. It shows that about 20% of
the SB2 systems have a mass ratio larger than 0.95. The distri-
bution is mostly flat below that and down to a mass ratio of 0.55.
There is only one O-type system with q < 0.55. This lack of
low mass-ratio systems can be explained by observational biases
as the detection of the secondary signature for binaries with low
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Fig. 7. Mass ratio vs. orbital period for the SB2 systems.
mass-ratios and large flux contrasts requires high signal-to-noise
data which is not always available. As a consequence, 61% of
our objects are SB1 systems, many of which are likely to popu-
late the q < 0.55 region.
The possible overabundance of (near) equal-mass systems is
barely consistent with statistical fluctuations despite our limited
sample size. Whether this represents a genuine twin population
as proposed by Pinsonneault & Stanek (2006) for the eclipsing
binaries in the Small Magellanic Cloud (see also Lucy 2006;
Cantrell & Dougan 2014) or results from evolutionary effects
(see Sects. 4.2 and 4.5) remains to be quantified.
Interestingly, no obvious correlation of mass ratio with the
orbital period – hence the orbital separation – can be identified
in the present sample (see Fig. 7). The ratio of SB1 ( fSB1) to the
total number of binaries below and above orbital periods of 20
days, however, changes by a factor of two (from 0.25 to 0.51).
This could either reflect the difficulty of separating the two com-
ponents in longer period systems (as the RV separation decreases
proportionally to P1/3orb ), or it could be related to lower mass ra-
tios in the long-period regime as suggested by Moe & Di Stefano
(2016). Only in-depth modeling of the observational biases will
allow us to investigate this question, which will be addressed in
a separate study of the TMBM project.
4.2. Spatial variations
The previous section showed the lack of significant differ-
ences between the orbital period distributions obtained from two
Galactic samples and that from 30 Dor. Here we take advan-
tage of the large TMBM binary database to search for further
variations across three different, spatially selected populations in
30 Dor. Following Sana et al. (2013), we split the sample accord-
ing to three regions: NGC 2070, NGC 2060 and Outside Clusters
(see also Table 1). In Sana et al. (2013), we could not find a sig-
nificant difference in the observed binary fraction between these
three regions. Here we further investigate the ratio of SB2 and
SB1 systems, their orbital periods, eccentricities, and the mass
ratio of SB2 systems.
The fraction of SB2, i.e. fSB2 = NSB2/(NSB1 + NSB2) in
the three regions are 0.67 ± 0.09 (NGC 2070), 0.45 ± 0.11
(NGC 2060) and 0.69 ± 0.08 (Outside), where binomial statis-
tics have been used to compute the 1σ uncertainties. While
NGC 2070 and the field yield identical values, NGC 2060 tends
to display a smaller fraction of SB2 systems. This may indicate
Fig. 8. Cumulative distribution function of orbital periods, eccentric-
ities, and mass ratios for spatially selected subsamples of the 30 Dor
O-type binary population (see legend).
overall smaller mass ratios, and a larger fraction of optically faint
companions.
The observed period distributions in the three regions are,
however, remarkably similar (Fig. 8, top panel), as confirmed by
Kuiper tests (PKuiper > 0.8). The means and medians of the three
samples are all situated in a narrow range, between 10 and 20
days (Fig. 9). There is a tendency for slightly shorter periods
outside the clusters and in NGC 2070, but this trend is unlikely
to be significant.
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Fig. 9. Comparisons of the orbital periods, eccentricities, and mass ra-
tios for our three spatially selected subsamples. Each figure gives the
data points (black crosses), quartiles (boxes), and standard deviation
(blue whiskers) for each of the three subsamples.
Fig. 10. Cumulative distribution function of orbital periods of O stars
earlier and later than spectral subtype O9 (see legend). The upper figure
is for LC V and IV; the bottom figure for LC III.
Similarly, the eccentricity and, for SB2s, the mass ratio dis-
tributions show no statistically significant differences (PKuiper >
0.15), with the notable exception of the eccentricity distributions
between NGC 2070 and Outside the clusters (PKuiper = 0.047).
The O-star binary population outside NGC 2060 and NGC 2070
indeed contains a larger abundance of systems with e ∼ 0.2 and
with large eccentricities (e > 0.6). The latter group is three times
more frequent in the field than in the associations. Some inter-
esting trends can also be observed. Most (quasi) equal-mass sys-
tems (q > 0.95) are found outside NGC 2070, which is believed
to be the youngest population (but see Schneider et al., in prep.).
NGC 2060 itself tends to show a smaller number of both low
(e < 0.05) and high (e > 0.6) eccentricity systems.
Despite these small differences, the significance of which is
hard to assess, the overall period, eccentricity and mass ratio
properties of the three samples show a large degree of coherence,
while the evolutionary stages of these regions are likely differ-
ent (Walborn & Blades 1997), as are their dynamical properties.
Spatial and evolutionary variations are thus hard to identify even
with the large binary sample at hand. This suggests that they only
have a moderate impact on the distribution of orbital parameters
in the spectroscopic regime considered here (i.e., Porb ∼< 1 yr).
As a corollary, our findings also point to the fact that that the
orbital properties of the stars in our sample may be set by lo-
cal conditions, possibly during the star formation process, rather
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Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution functions and box diagram of orbital
periods of LC V and IV stars for three ranges of spectral subtypes (see
labels).
than by overall properties of their respective parent clusters or
associations, such as stellar density and total mass.
4.3. Correlation with spectral properties
In this section we split the sample according to the O spectral
subtypes and luminosity class (LC). As a first example, Fig. 10
compares the period distribution of LC V and IV (upper panel)
with the LC III (lower panel) of late O stars (O9.2-O9.7) and ear-
lier subtypes. Strikingly, there is a significant depletion of short-
period systems (Porb < 15 d) among late dwarfs and a similar
depletion among earlier giants. It is hard to imagine a physical
explanation. Alternatively, it is possible to imagine that dilution
and line blending due to the presence of the companion affect
the accuracy of luminosity classification (see a similar case for
single O stars in Ramirez-Agudelo et al., submitted).
To investigate further, we split the sample of LC V and IV
in early (O2-O7), intermediate (O7.5-O9) and late (O9.2-O9.7)
subtypes. The separations were chosen to split the sample into
roughly equal sizes. Figure 11 reveals interesting patterns. It
Fig. 12. Observed (black) and bias-corrected (blue) distribution of peri-
ods (Porb) and eccentricities (e) for the TMBM sample. The red curves
indicate the VFTS binary detection probability curves computed by
Sana et al. (2013). Dotted lines show a uniform distribution.
shows that the earlier type binaries tend to have shorter peri-
ods than later type ones. While the sample is small and a self-
consistent bias analysis would be required, the signal seems gen-
uine. The physical mechanism that led to shorter periods among
the earliest binaries is yet to be identified.
4.4. Observational biases
As discussed in other works (Sana et al. 2012, 2013), the im-
pact of the observational biases on the observed distributions de-
pends on the value of the parent distribution, which are unknown
quantities. As a consequence, a self-consistent modeling of the
entire VFTS and TMBM data set is required to constrain the
parent distributions. This will be addressed in a dedicated paper
in the TMBM series. Here, we used the VFTS detection proba-
bility curves (Fig. 8 in Sana et al. 2013) to apply a first order of
magnitude correction to the observed distributions. We limit our-
selves to the orbital period and eccentricity distributions because
the mass ratio distribution is heavily affected by incompleteness
(61% of our O-type binary sample are SB1 systems). The results
are shown in Fig. 12 together with the adopted VFTS detection
probability distributions. The accuracy of the results depends on
how realistic are the parent period, mass ratio, and eccentricity
distributions derived based on the modeling of the handful multi-
epoch observations of the VFTS.
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Fig. 13. Best-fit power laws to the bias-corrected period distribution.
The upper panel has fixed period boundaries while these boundaries are
adjusted together with the power-law index in the lower panel. Formal
errors on the index values are on the order of 0.02, but likely underes-
timate the true uncertainty as the formal errors do not take into account
the uncertainties on the period measurements.
Power-law fitting
To compare the present results with those of previous studies, we
adjust the bias-corrected distributions with a power law
fx = xα for x ∈ [xmin : xmax], (3)
where x is either the orbital period (x = log P) or the eccentricity
(x = e).
When performing such a fit, it is important to realize that
the adopted fitting range (xmin and xmax) has an impact on the
obtained best-fit index (α), so that it is not possible to directly
compare power-law indexes obtained in different fitting ranges.
This is illustrated in Fig. 13, where the upper panel shows the
result of a fit with a lower limit of Pmin = 100.15 ≈ 1.4 d, i.e.
the same values as adopted in Sana et al. (2012) for the Galac-
tic clusters. The choice of the minimum period value was then
guided by the shortest period in the sample. In the absence of
period measurements, Sana et al. (2013) adopted the same lower
boundary for the VFTS analysis of the 30 Dor region to allow
for a direct comparison with our previous works.
The TMBM has now revealed that orbital periods as short as
1.1 d are present in the 30 Dor region, which suggests that the
lower fitting boundary needs to be adapted. In the lower panel
of Fig. 13, we have allowed the fitting routine to adjust both
the lower and upper boundaries of the period range. The period
index goes from −0.2 to −0.1 and the best-fit relation now bet-
Fig. 14. Best-fit distribution to the bias-corrected eccentricity distribu-
tion. The fitted distribution combined a threshold f (e = 0) of circular
orbits and a power law for e > 0.
ter represents the short-period end of the distribution. The for-
mer case lays within the errors of −0.45 ± 0.30 obtained for the
VFTS sample based on a modeling of the RV variations (Sana
et al. 2013). In the latter case, the presence of extremely short-
period systems, not accounted for in Sana et al. (2013), results
in a flatter power-law index as explained above.
The eccentricity distribution is adequately reproduced by a
power law with an index of −0.5 (Fig. 14). A finer modeling
that includes an adjustable contribution of circularized systems
yields a slightly better fit (Fig. 14). Best-fit parameters in this
case are −0.4 for the power-law index and f (e = 0) = 0.13 for
the threshold of circularized systems. Models with and without
threshold are compatible with findings from Galactic samples
although the TMBM data contains higher eccentricity systems
than those seen in the Galactic samples.
4.5. Evolutionary impact
In the above sections, we point out a number of possible differ-
ences between the orbital parameter distributions in 30 Doradus
compared to previous Galactic studies. While these differences
may not all be significant, it is interesting to discuss them in re-
gard to expectations from binary evolution theory.
Sana et al. (2013) found an O-type star binary fraction in
30 Dor ( fbin = 0.54 ± 0.04) that is lower than that in Galac-
tic open clusters ( fbin = 0.69 ± 0.09). Interestingly, the index
of the period distribution that we measured here is flatter than
that found in Sana et al. (2013). As a consequence, based on
the two-dimensional projections of the merit function in Sana
et al. (2013, their Fig. 6), the true binary fraction in 30 Dor may
actually be closer to 60% and the mass ratio distribution sig-
nificantly flatter. A self-consistent bias correction is needed to
obtain accurate numbers. While the binary fraction may not be
as different as previously thought, binary interaction is expected
to decrease the apparent binary fraction as most post-interaction
products would not be detected as such by RV surveys (de Mink
et al. 2014).
The power-law index that we obtain for the period distri-
bution also seems flatter than that obtained in Galactic regions
(S+2012: −0.5, K+2014: −0.2; this work: −0.1), although ad-
mittedly the figures are within 2σ of one another. This again fol-
lows expectations of binary evolution. The shortest period binary
systems will be affected first and, following a similar reasoning
to that for the binary fraction, will be harder or impossible to
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detect after the interaction and will disappear from our sample.
This will decrease the presence of short- vs. long-period systems
and will lead to a flattening of the orbital period distribution.
Furthermore, conservative long-duration case-A interactions
will tend to shorten the orbital period, and to equalize and then
inverse the mass ratio. They may be responsible for the presence
of shorter period systems in 30 Dor compared to the Galactic
samples. Similarly, the formation of a contact phase in the short-
est period systems, as observed in VFTS 352 (Almeida et al.
2015), will quickly equalize the mass ratio and is expected to
contribute to the peak (or part of it) close to unity in the mass
ratio distribution. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the
equal-mass binaries tend to be found away from NGC 2070, i.e.,
not in the youngest part of the 30 Dor region.
Further work is definitely needed, on the one hand to assess
the significance of the trends in the TMBM results and on the
other hand to perform detailed binary evolution simulations tak-
ing into account the star formation history in 30 Dor. However,
the above discussion suggests that the overall trends within the
30 Dor sample are in qualitative agreement with expectations
from binary evolution.
5. Summary
We introduced the Tarantula Massive Binary Monitoring
(TMBM), a multi-epoch spectroscopic campaign targeting 100
massive binary candidates discovered by the VLT FLAMES-
Tarantula Survey (VFTS). Combining the VFTS data with 32
new epochs collected by using the FLAMES/GIRAFFE spectro-
graph between 2013 and 2014, TMBM characterizes the orbits
of 82 systems: 51 SB1s and 31 SB2 binaries. For the remaining
18 systems, 14 do not show any periodicity, while the other 4 do,
but we have not been able to find a satisfactory orbital solution.
The observed distribution of orbital periods for the TMBM
sample is remarkably similar to equivalent distributions mea-
sured in Galactic regions (Sana et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al.
2014). After a first-order correction for detection biases, the ob-
tained distribution seems slightly flatter with a power-law index
of −0.1 in log space in the range between 1 and 1000 days. Such
a difference is small and possibly not significant. We thus con-
clude that the metallicity difference between the LMC and the
Milky Way only has a small effect, if any, on the period distribu-
tion of massive stars.
We further search for spatial variations within the 30 Dor
field of view. To the first order, the orbital distributions are re-
markably similar across the entire region, indicating that envi-
ronmental and evolutionary effects are of second-order at best.
Small features are identified, however: (i) the eccentricity dis-
tribution in NGC 2070 is slightly different from that of the
field; (ii) the somewhat older cluster NGC 2060 seems to have a
larger fraction of SB1 systems; and (iii) the equal-mass binaries
(q > 0.95) are all found outside NGC 2070, the central associ-
ation that surrounds R136, the very young and massive cluster
at 30 Dor’s core. While the significance of these results is hard
to assess, items (ii) and (iii) are in qualitative agreement with
expectations from binary evolution.
Intriguing differences in the period distribution of dwarfs and
giants are found. We suspect that multiplicity has impacted the
luminosity class criteria used in their classification. Differences
are also found among dwarfs of different spectral subtypes: ear-
lier types – likely more massive at birth – indeed tend to display
somewhat shorter periods than later types – likely less massive at
birth. In the future, spectral disentangling will allow atmosphere
analysis of the individual stars to be performed. This will help to
investigate these trends further. Spectral disentangling will also
help in finding lower mass companions whose signature is cur-
rently lost in the noise of the individual spectra. This will allow
us to complement the mass ratio distribution which is currently
limited to only 31 SB2 systems.
Finally, self-consistent modeling of the observational biases
and comparison with detailed binary population synthesis will
allow further investigation into the evolutionary impact on the
present-day distribution. This is important to estimate the ini-
tial distribution of the orbital parameters (and the initial binary
fraction). These quantities can indeed be used to constrain the
outcome of the still poorly understood process of massive star
formation and the origin of the large fraction of close massive
binaries. They are also needed as input distributions for popula-
tion synthesis models that aim to predict the outcome of massive
young starburst regions in the near to far universe.
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Appendix A: Notes on individual objects
VFTS 042
With a combined spectral type of O9 III((n)), VFTS 042 is a
clear SB2 system in our data, but the line profiles never fully
separate. We fitted the line profiles using a single-Gaussian and
a double-Gaussian profile to measured the RVs. The period ob-
tained, 29.31 d, is identical in both cases, but the SB2 approach
provides a better representation of the line profiles throughout
the epochs. The SB2 RV curve is also convincing and we adopt
the SB2 orbital solution for this system. Obviously, the determi-
nation of accurate orbital parameters would benefit from spectral
disentangling.
VFTS 064
This a long-period system for which we only observe one perias-
tron passage. Within the range of our periodogram computation,
the 900 d period has the highest peak and yields a plausible RV
solution. However, adopting a period twice as long (P = 1811 d)
significantly improves the χ2 of the fit and brings the systemic
velocity to γ = 279.1±1.4 km s−1, i.e. in perfect agreement with
the average value of the 30 Dor region.
VFTS 087
This object shows two peaks larger than 1% FAP in the peri-
odogram, the first one corresponding to a periodicity of 1 day;
and the second to Porb > 1000 days. Both periods are possible
observational aliases and yield unlikely RV curves and orbital
solution.
VFTS 113
The VFTS #113 time series has two peaks that pass the 0.1%
FAP threshold: 1 d, 450 d, 650 d, and 1000 d. Both result from
the time sampling of our time series and, indeed, do not yield any
realistic RV curves. No other significant periodicity was identi-
fied in the data.
VFTS 114
VFTS 114 with Porb ∼ 27.28 d and e ∼ 0.5 shows clear SB2
profiles with one of the components (the primary according to
the line strength) being hotter and displaying a larger spin rate.
Classified by (Walborn et al. 2014) as O8.5 IV + sec, the al-
most complete absence of He iił4541 in the secondary spectrum
points towards a very late-O or an early-B spectral type for the
secondary companion. We attempted to fit both an SB1 (based on
single-Gaussian RV measurements) and an SB2 solution but the
RVs obtained in the former case are not correct in this very clear
SB2 system. While the lines do not deblend well at all phases,
the fact that the He ii lines are only present in one of the compo-
nents helps to bootstrap the Gaussian fitting. The SB2 solution
indicates an almost equal-mass system. Given the likely differ-
ence of rotation rate, VFTS #114 is a candidate post-/current-
interaction binary where the component with the faster spin has
been spun up by mass and angular momentum transfer in a past
or ongoing RLOF event.
VFTS 116
VFTS 116 (Porb ∼ 23.9 d, e ∼ 0.24) is a clear SB2 system (O9.7:
V: + B0: V:). The spectrum is relatively noisy, but the signature
of the two components is clearly seen in the He i lines. However,
it is unclear whether the two Gaussian profiles towards which our
code converges is the best representation of the two line profiles
or, even, that the solution is unique. Nevertheless, the SB2 so-
lution gives better results than the SB1 solution and we adopted
the former. We caution, however, that in addition to the orbital
period, the other orbital parameters should be viewed as prelim-
inary only.
VFTS 184
The periodogram displays one clear peak at Porb ≈ 32 d with
a significance better than 0.1%. The RV curve obtained when
adopting the 32 d period is plausible albeit noisy.
VFTS 259
This target classified as O6 Iaf shows peaks in its periodogram
that pass the 1% significance cutoff at 1 and 3.7 d, but these
do not yield convincing orbital solutions. Dedicated study of the
line profile variability is needed to shed more light on the nature
of these variations.
VFTS 267
This object has a spectral type O3 III-I(n)f* and shows two peaks
just larger than 1% FAP at periods close to 1000 d, however, they
are likely the results of the sampling and lead to a clustering of
the data in the phase diagram. Inspection of the spectra seems to
indicate line profile variability, including changing asymmetry.
Further work is needed to decide whether this is the result of a
strong blend in a SB2 system or the signature of atmospheric
activities.
VFTS 352
VFTS 352 is a SB2 system (O4.5 V(n)((fc)):z: + O5.5
V(n)((fc)):z:) with Porb ∼ 1.12 d and e ∼ 0.0. Recently,
Almeida et al. (2015) showed a detailed study of this binary
and concluded that it is the most massive and hottest overcon-
tact binary known so far. Although our analysis was only with
spectroscopic data and Almeida et al. (2015) additionally used
photometry, our solutions are in good agreement.
VFTS 404
VFTS 404 He ii lines show clear line profile variations indica-
tive of a double-lined binary. However, the components never
separate well enough to allow us to fit two Gaussians. The pe-
riodogram reveals a clear peak at 146 d, whose significance is
better than 1% but does not reach the 0.1% FAP cutoff. The lim-
ited significance despite the clarity of the binary signal likely
results from the fact that we have been unable to separate the
line profiles of the two components. While the SB1 RV curve is
well behaved, parameters such as the amplitude of the RV curve
and the eccentricity should be considered preliminary.
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VFTS 432
VFTS 432 is a O3.5 V((f)), a quite rapid rotator and one of the
poorest orbital solutions. The RV curve seems to indicate some
clustering of the RV measurement either above or below the
curve. This may result from an undetected companion or from
line profile variability. We include this system among our targets
with periodicity but no coherent RV curve.
VFTS 440
This O6-6.5 II(f) star shows a shift of about 15 km s−1 between
the VFTS and TMBM campaigns, possibly indicating a long-
period system. The periodogram reveals a strong peak at 1012 d
which does not coincide with the 1600 d peak in the power spec-
trum of the object time series. Adopting this period yields a rea-
sonable RV curve and an orbital solution with e ∼ 0.28, although
we caution that our data do not cover a full cycle.
VFTS 445
VFTS 445 shows strong SB2 line profiles in the He ii λλ4200,
4541 lines at three separate epochs in our TMBM time series
and once in the VFTS data. The separations between the compo-
nents reach 275 km s−1. Unfortunately, no clear period is identi-
fied in the periodogram: peaks at ≈2.1 d, 0.7 d and 2.9 d pass the
1% FAP threshold. However, none of these lead to realistic RV
curves. This may result from the limited quality of the RV mea-
surements resulting from the fact that the lines never fully de-
blend, hence the shape of the Gaussian profiles, and more impor-
tantly their relative width and intensities, are poorly constrained.
More work possibly including disentangling is required, but is
beyond the scope of this paper.
VFTS 450
VFTS 450 is a clear SB2 binary (O9.7 III: + O7:) with Porb ∼
6.89 d, e ∼ 0.06 and showing very large RV variation (∆vrad >
400 km s−1). The O9.7 III companion shows a He i line about 5
to 6 times stronger than the O7 companion, indicating a large
luminosity ratio. While the secondary RV measurements are rel-
atively imprecise (σRV2 ≈ 10 km s−1), the best-fit orbital so-
lution indicates that the companions have very similar masses
(M1/M2 = 1.01 ± 0.03). This system was recently studied by
Howarth et al. (2015). Further work beyond Gaussian fitting is
needed to improve the secondary RVs.
VFTS 526
The periodogram displays one clear peak at Porb ≈ 10 d with a
significance better than 1%; however, no coherent RV curve was
found.
VFTS 527
VFTS 527 shows clear double-line profiles and it was spectro-
scopically classified as O6.5 Iafc + O6 Iaf by Walborn et al.
(2014). This system was studied in detail by Taylor et al. (2011)
and has Porb ∼ 153.9 d and e ∼ 0.46. Our fitted orbital period and
eccentricity are in good agreement with the less precise values
from the latter; however, our estimates of the component masses
(m sin3 i) are lower than those done in Taylor et al. (2011) by
∼ 18% and 24% for the primary and secondary, respectively.
VFTS 588
The VFTS 588 periodogram shows a peak at 1.46 d, but the peak
does not pass the 1% FAP threshold. A RV curve folded with this
period indicates a highly eccentric system, a very unlikely con-
figuration given the short orbital period. A visual inspection of
the spectra seems to indicate the presence of line profile varia-
tions but the robustness of this conclusion is hard to assess given
the relatively limited S/N of the data. Given that the period does
not pass the significance threshold and yields an improbable or-
bital solution, we list VFTS 588 among our targets with no peri-
odicity found.
VFTS 739
VFTS 739 seems to present a composite spectrum resulting from
two single objects in the same line of sight. The brightest one
would be in the LMC (γ ∼ 256 km s−1) and the second, fainter
one, in the foreground (γ ≈ 65 km s−1).
VFTS 750
VFTS 750 is a late O-type star with clear RV variations with
peak-to-peak amplitude of about 60 km s−1 during the VFTS
campaign. We did not observe such a large RV variation dur-
ing the TMBM campaign even though the object is clearly vari-
able. In the periodogram the peak at about 421 d passes the 1%
significance and such a period allows us to derive a reasonable
though quite eccentric (e = 0.74) orbital solution. New obser-
vations covering multiple epochs of maximum RV variation are
needed to confirm the orbital period and eccentricity.
VFTS 764
VFTS 764 is a O9.7 Ia Nstr star. Its periodogram presents a peak
at 1.2 d, but it yields no coherent RV curve.
VFTS 774
VFTS 774 was classified as O7.5 IVp + O8.5: V: on the basis of
a double-lined He iił4686 by the VFTS. Unfortunately, our new
data do not cover that line. The individual epoch data are noisy.
Combined with the broadness of the lines, the RV measurement
accuracy is on average 25 km s−1, i.e. one of the worst of the
campaign. The only peak in the periodogram that passes the 1%
significance threshold corresponds to the one-day alias, but does
not yield a coherent RV curve.
VFTS 810
VFTS 810 is an O9.7 V + B1: V: binary with Porb ∼ 15.7 d,
e ∼ 0.68, and clear SB2 signatures in the He i lines. The lines are
difficult to separate given the relatively limited S/N of this object.
The B1 component seems to have a larger projected rotational
velocity than the primary, but the Gaussian fitting does model all
epochs well. The periodogram reveals one clear peak at 15.69 d
and another one at 0.92 d. However, none of these pass the 1%
significance level. This possibly results from the large number of
epochs where the spectra are blended. Given the uncertainties,
we limited the orbital solution fitting to the narrower primary
component; however, the obtained SB1 solution is realistic and
the period is likely robust. Spectral disentangling may improve
the RV fitting and the orbital solution in future work.
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Appendix B: Periodograms and radial velocity
curves
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Fig. B.1. Lomb-Scargle periodograms for the systems which do not show periodicities. The solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines represent the 50%,
1%, and 0.1% false alarm probabilities, respectively.
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Fig. B.1. Continued...
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Fig. B.2. Lomb-Scargle periodograms for the SB1 systems. The solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines represent the 50%, 1%, and 0.1% false alarm
probabilities, respectively.
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Fig. B.3. Lomb-Scargle periodograms for the SB2 systems. The solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines represent the 50%, 1%, and 0.1% false alarm
probabilities, respectively.
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Fig. B.4. Radial velocity (RV) curves for the SB1 systems. The filled hexagons are the RV measurements, while the dotted and solid lines are the
systemic velocity and the best solution obtained by using the procedure shown in Section 3.3.
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Fig. B.5. Radial velocity (RV) curves for the SB2 systems. The filled black and red hexagons are the RV measurements for the primary and
secondary components of the system and the black solid and red dashed lines are the best-fit orbital solutions (see Section 3.3).
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